
UNCONVENTIONAL COMPLETION 
SOLUTIONS



THE WAY COMPLETIONS 
SHOULD BE
Nothing is predictable in the oilfield. 

Maximizing production and minimizing 

costs is a balancing act. In challenging 

unconventional environments, it’s 

important that you have a partner who 

understands how to get the job done 

efficiently and effectively.



CEMENTED 
LINER SYSTEM
Available as a 

hydraulic set 

hanger/packer, 

rotatable liner 

hanger/packer.

LINER 
HANGER/
PACKER
Hydraulic 

and rotatable 

hanger/packer 

also available.

BALL ACTIVATED FRAC SLEEVES
Available in single point with high burst 

ratings, torque thru design and adjustable 

opening pressure.

SWELLABLE PACKER
Full drift ID and torque thru capabilities. 

Available for oil, water or hybrid swelling 

options with customizable lengths and 

gauge ring diameters.

TOE INITIATION VALVE
Hydraulically functioned valve used to 

regain communication to the formation 

in a static wellbore after all the system’s 

hydraulic components have been activated.

FLOAT SHOES &  
LANDING COLLARS
Nine can accommodate and will 

recommend the appropriate float 

shoe and landing collar combinations.

At Nine Energy Service, we don’t offer off-
the-shelf solutions. We customize completion 
solutions for every project—and provide the 
tools and the knowledge to deliver the lowest 
costs and highest efficiencies. With Nine, 
you have access to a full array of completion 
solutions, all designed, tested and proven in 
most of the major plays throughout North 
America.

WE PROVIDE:

A proven track record with over 55,000 
successful stimulation zones deployed

A number of proprietary products that offer 
unmatched performance

An industry-leading plug ‘n’ perf team

 
The oilfield is unpredictable, and the 
demands to achieve objectives while 
operating responsibly are high. As 
a recognized leader in liner hanger 
installations, Nine provides consistent 
service, innovative solutions and proven 
experience to help you succeed.

STIMMAX™ CEMENTED 
COMPLETIONS SYSTEM

STIMPACT™ OPEN HOLE 
COMPLETIONS SYSTEM

BALL ACTIVATED FRAC SLEEVE
Available for 10K and 15K applications 

with torque thru capabilities. Utilizes 

multi-ball seats in smaller sizes with 

adjustable opening pressure.

HYDRO-MECHANICAL PACKER
Available for 10K and 15K 

applications and has a full drift 

ID and torque thru design with 

adjustable setting pressure.

PLUG ‘N’ PERF
10K and 15K surface equipment with a digital-encoded RF 

SAFE firing system. Various gun configurations. Compatible 

with all bridge plugs on the market . Wireline or coil tubing 

deployed. Also available in Open Hole applications.

CLOSING VALVE
Ball activated closing 

sleeve which allows the 

casing to be pressurized 

to set the packers.

STIMSHOT INITIATION VALVE
Hydrostatic valve that operates 

on casing pressure. Allows for 

testing of casing prior to fracing.
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